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This paper deals with singularities of vector fields in R3 having a 1-jet linear con-
jugate to y(x)+z(y). They first occur in generic 3-parameter families. In
codimension 3 all such singularities are mutually C0 equivalent. We give a proof of
this, provide a good normal form for 3-parameter unfoldings, and show that all
non-wandering behaviour in such an unfolding is of small amplitude. We also show
that for codimension 4 there are exactly 5 types of singularities for C 0 equivalence.
The proof relies on normal form theory, blowing-up, and estimation of Abelian
integrals.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider a C vector field X defined on a neighbourhood of 0 # Rn. We
say that X has a singularity at 0 if X(0)=0. Singularities of codimension k
(i.e., those singularities which generically occur in k-parameter families of
vector fields) were classified topologically in [T1] for k2. In [D1] such
a classification was extended up to k4 for planar vector fields inducing the
same in Rn for singularities of vector fields having a 2-dimensional center
manifold. It has been shown in [BD] and [D2] how to study singularities
of vector fields in R3 with an infinitesimal rotation as a 1-jet. Although the
classification up to k4 has not been written down, it seems clear how to
work it out. The main aim of this paper is to classify, up to codimension 4,
singularities of vector fields in R3 whose 1-jet is linearly conjugate to
y

x
+z

y
. (1)
In Section 2 we obtain a good normal form for the singularities having
a 1-jet linearly conjugate to (1) as well as for their generic unfoldings in the
case of codimension 3.
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In Section 3 the singularity of codimension 3 is studied by means of the
blowing-up technique and it is shown that there is only one model for C0
equivalence. Moreover, some information is given on the generic unfoldings
of the singularity of codimension 3 using the method of blowing-up of the
family. It reveals that all non-trivial 0-behaviour of a generic 3-parameter
unfolding occurs in a half-space of the parameter space, and is of ‘‘small’’
amplitude. We give the exact asymptotics of the small domains on which
there can be non-wandering behaviour.
In Section 4 we study the singularities of codimension 4, obtaining, up to
time reversal, exactly 5 types of singularities for C0 equivalence. As we will
see, the blowing-up method leads to vector fields on S2_R which, in
certain directions, are Hamiltonian on S2_[0]; estimation of Abelian
integrals is necessary to give conditions, on some finite jet, characterizing
the different topological types. For the same reason we need to use the
notion of C0 pinched equivalence near S2_[0] in order to study the
dynamics of the blown-up vector fields.
The topological classification described in this paper must be seen as a
preliminary step before studying the respective unfoldings. As we have
already mentioned, some results about the unfolding of the singularity of
codimension 3 are obtained in Section 3. From the literature, however, we
know that the non-wandering behaviour as well as the bifurcation set are
revealed to be extremely complicated (see, e.g., [GS]). In [IR], e.g., it is
proved analytically that any generic unfolding of a singularity of codimen-
sion 4 displays homoclinic connections of Sil’nikov type, and consequently,
strange attractors. The same can be expected to occur already in the
unfoldings of the singularity of codimension 3.
2. A Normal Form for the Singularities and Their Unfoldings
To calculate a normal form for the vector fields as well as for their
unfoldings we use the usual method as introduced by Takens [T1], and
refer to [D3] for a short representation.
Hence we calculate the following Lie brackets:
_y x+z

y
, xkylzm

x&=(ky2+lxz) xk&1yl&1zm

x
,
_y x+z

y
, xkylzm

y&=(ky2+lxz) xk&1yl&1zm

y
&xkylzm

x
,
_y x+z

y
, xkylzm

z&=(ky2+lxz) xk&1yl&1zm

z
&xkylzm

y
.
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As such, by keeping the terms in z, we see that it is possible to remove
all x- and y-terms in the formal development, apart from y(x) and
z(y). hence by a C  change of coordinatesrespecting the parameters
in case of an unfoldingwe may suppose that the x-component reduces to
y+:(x, y, z, *) with j :(0)=0 while the y-component reduces to
z+;(x, y, z, *) with j;(0)=0. If we introduce Y=y+:(x, y, z, *) as a
new variable then in (x, Y, z) coordinates we still have the same result with
:#0. If we now keep (x, Y) and change z into Z=z+;(x, y, z, *);
being the flat function obtained after introducing Ywe finally find the
following expression (writing ( y, z) instead of (Y, Z)) in well chosen C 
coordinates
y

x
+z

y
+f (x, y, z, *)

z
, (2)
with j1 f (0)=0. These vector fields are the phase space representation of
the third order scalar differential equations
x! & f (x, x* , x , *)=0.
However, a more detailed analysis of the Lie-bracket operation also per-
mits us the removal of a lot of terms in j f (0). One can prove that all
xkylzm-terms with k+l+m=n can be removed except for the following:
(i) In case n is odd:
l=0, 0m
n+1
2
,
l=1, 0m
n&1
2
,
l=2, 0m
n&3
2
.
(ii) In case n is even:
l=0, 0m
n
2
,
l=1, 0m
n&2
2
,
l=2, 0m
n&2
2
.
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Hence the 3-jet of f at 0 with respect to (x, y, z) will only contain the terms
1, x, y, z, x2, xz, xy, y2, x3, x2z, xz2, x2y, xyz, and xy2. As we will only use
the result on the 3-jet, we do not incorporate a proof of the full statement.
It can be obtained by a direct generalization of the arguments which we
give at the 3-jet level; it also follows from the results in [CS].
For the terms of order 2 we observe that
_y x+z

y
, yz

z
+
1
3
( y2+xz)

y
+
1
3
xy

x&=z2

z
,
_y x+z

y
, ( y2+xz)

x
+xy

y
+
1
2
x2

x&=3yz

z
,
and for the terms of order 3
_y x+z

y
, z2y

z
+
1
3
(z2x+zy2)

y
+
1
3
xyz

x&=z3

z
,
_y x+z

y
, (zy2+xz2)

z
+xyz

y
+
1
2
x2z

x&=3yz2

z
,
_y x+z

y
, ( y3+3xyz)

z
+\y2x+12 zx2+

y
+
1
2
x2y

x&
=6y2z

z
+3xz2

z
,
_y x+z

y
, (2xy2+zx2)

z
+x2y

y
+
1
3
x3

x&
=2y3

z
+6xyz

z
.
The result is now straightforward.
If we consider expression (2) at the singularity level, hence for *=0, we
can write it as
y

x
+z

y
+(ax2+bxy+cxz+dy2+O(&(x, y, z)&3))

z
. (3)
If we impose a{0, then we get singularities of codimension 3 of which we
will prove in Section 3 that they are all locally C0 equivalent to the simple
model y(x)+z(y)+x2(z). In case a=0 we will impose (in
Section 4) some conditions on the 3-jet of (3) that will delimit the
singularities of codimension 4 and we will study their local phase portrait
for C0 equivalence. When a{0, the linear change of coordinates
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(x , y , z )  ((1a) x , (1a) y , (1a) z ) permits to put a=1. Even for an
unfolding we may take a=1 after a *-dependent homothety. Moreover it
is possible to make d=0 by means of a C change of coordinates (see
[GFR]). We will, however, not use this in the paper.
Concerning the unfoldings of such a singularity of codimension 3, it is
well known that the presence of the non-removable x2(z) factor for the
singularity permits to remove the x(z) factor from any unfolding, by
means of a parameter dependent translation.
Any +-family unfolding such a singularity of codimension 3 can be
writtenup to C conjugacyas
y

x
+z

y
+( f (x, +)+O(&( y, z)&))

z
, (4)
with f (0, 0)=(fx)(0, 0)=0, (2fx2)(0, 0)=a{0 and with some extra
condition on O(&( y, z)&) as indicated above.
By means of the Malgrange division theorem and a +-dependent transla-
tion we can write
f (x+:(+), +)=(x2+*1(+)) B(x, +)
with :, *1 , and B of class C and B(0, 0)>0. As indicated to us by
H. Kokubu, we can now perform the C coordinate change
x=X,
y=YA(X, +),
z=Z(A(X, +))2+Y2A(X, +)
A
X
(X, +)
and a division by A(X, +) with
A(X, +)=(B(X, +))13.
As such family (4) gets transformedby C equivalenceinto
y

x
+z

y
+(*1(+)+*2(+) y+*3(+) z+x2
+b(+) xy+c(+) xz+d(+) y2+e(+) yz+O(&(x, y, z, +)&3))

z
, (5)
with b, c, d, and e C functions, and with *i (+) representing the exact coef-
ficients in a (x, y, z)-development.
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If we restrict to generic 3-parameter familiesas we intend to do in this
paperwe may suppose that (+  *(+)) is a local diffeomorphism near 0
and hence we can take *1 , *2 , and *3 as new independent parameters.
As such we can write a generic 3-parameter unfolding of a codimension 3
singularity in well chosen C coordinates (and after multiplication by a
positive C function) as
y

x
+z

y
+(x2+*1+*2y+*3 z
+b(*) xy+c(*) xz+d(*) y2+e(*) yz+:(x, y, z, *))

z
, (6)
with b, c, d, e, and : functions of class C, and with
:=O(&(x, y, z, *)&3)=O(&( y, z)&).
A first consequence of this nice expression is that (6) has two singularities
for *1<0, one singularity for *1=0 and no singularities for *1>0.
3. The Singularity of Codimension 3 and Its Unfolding
3.1. The Singularity
We take a singularity of a vector field as in (3) with a{0, and as
observed in Section 2 we may suppose that a=1. We will study the phase
portrait of such a singularity by means of the following quasi-homogeneous
blow-up
x=u3x ,
y=u4y , (7)
z=u5z ,
with x 2+y 2+z 2=1, leading to a C vector field X on S2_[0, [. For
an account of this technique we refer to [D3]. As usual in the calculations
we use directional blow-ups:
For y =1 we get
u* = 14uz ,
X y: {x4 =1& 34 x z ,z4 =x 2& 54 z 2+O(u).
On [u=0] the field X y0 =X
y | [u=0] has two singularities at respectively
p0=(x 0 , z 0)=(- 2 - 53, - 83 - 5) and p1=(x 1 , z 1)=&(x 0 , z 0). As in
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the singularities the trace of the 1-jet of X y is &134 z while its determinant
is 158 z
2+ 32 x
2, we see that both singularities are hyperbolic with p0 a focal
sink and p1 a focal source. The phase portrait of X y0 is like in Figure 3.1.
Remark that X y0 is invariant under (x , z , t)  (&x , &z , &t). The straight
lines x =\(- 52) z are isoclines where z4 =0. The hyperbola [x z = 43]
represent the isoclines where x4 =0. Closed orbitsif ever they existmust
lie entirely in [x +(- 52) z >0] (or in [x +(- 52) z <0]) and must also
be contained in the [x z >0]-quadrants. Since the divergence is always
negative there (resp. positive) we cannot have closed orbits. Reasoning with
isoclines, it is also easy to see that each orbit in [z 0] has p0 as |-limit,
while each orbit in [z 0] has p1 as :-limit. Orbits in [x 0] stay in
[x 0] for increasing time and the same is true for orbits in [x 0] for
decreasing time.
We will now complete the picture by showing that X 0=X | S2_[0] has
exactly p0 and p1 as unique singularities and all other orbits have p0 as
|-limit and p1 as :-limit. As such X 0 is a MorseSmale vector field on
S2_[0].
Blowing-up with y =&1, we get:
u* =& 14uz ,
X &y : {x4 =1+ 34x z ,z4 =x 2+ 54z 2+O(u).
As such X &y0 =X
&y | [u=0] is a vector field without singularities (and
hence without closed orbits), and along each orbit the z -coordinate is
strictly increasing.
Fig. 3.1. Phase portrait of X +y restricted to u=0.
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Blowing-up with z =1, we get:
u* = 15ux
2+O(u2),
X z : {x4 =y & 35x 3+O(u),y4 =1& 45x 2y +O(u).
In this chart we are only interested in X z0=X
z | [u=0] along the line
[ y =0] where we have y4 =1. Hence X &y0 -orbits leaving the [ y =&1]-
chart will enter the [ y =1]-chart and as such have p0 as |-limit. Some-
thing similar happens along [ y =0] for X &z; an extra calculation is not
necessary since the exponent of u in u5z is odd.
Blowing-up with x =1, we get:
u* = 13uy ,
X x : {y4 =z & 43 y 2,z4 =1& 53 y z +O(u).
The vector field X x0=X
x | [u=0] has exactly one singularity at
( y 0 , z 0)=(( 920)
13, 43 (
9
20)
23). It is the representation of p0 in this [x =1]-
chart and it is a hyperbolic focal sink. We are specially interested in the
behaviour along [ y =0] where X x0=z (y )+(z ); see Fig. 3.2. Of
course a similar behaviour occurs in the [x =&1]-chart, where the infor-
mation again comes from X x.
Gluing the different charts together we clearly see that X 0=X | S 2_[0]
is a MorseSmale vector field with exactly one sink p0 and one source p1 .
Moreover at both p0 and p1 the vector field X is also hyperbolic; X is
radially repelling at p0 and radially attracting at p1 .
Fig. 3.2. Partial phase portrait of X +x restricted to u=0.
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The essential features are clearly all the same for any singularity of
codimension 3 and as such the results in [ULL] or [C] imply the follow-
ing theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a singularity like in (3) with a{0, then at the
origin X is locally C0 equivalent to
y

x
+z

y
+x2

z
,
as well as to
(x2+y2+z2)

z
.
In case a=1 (which can be realized by a homothety H1a) the outgoing
(resp. incoming) separatrix is the image of a unique C line
(x , y , z )=(:(u), u, ;(u)) by means of the mapping (x, y, z)=(x y 3, y 4, z y 5)
with :(0)=(2 - 53)12 and ;(0)=(83 - 5)12 (resp. :(0)=(2 - 53)12
and ;(0)=(83 - 5)12).
Remark 3.1. Of course one can also calculate the other terms in the
development of : and ;, and it is equally possible to give the expression
with respect to x =u or z =u.
Remark 3.2. The singularity of codimension 3 can also been studied by
means of successive homogeneous blow-up (using spherical and cylindrical
coordinates), as has been worked out by A. Sayinzoga and F. Dumortier in
an unpublished paper. The elaboration is however longer and technically
more complicated.
3.2. The Unfolding
Let us now turn to the generic 3-parameter unfolding of a codimension 3
singularity as expressed in (6). We intend to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let X* be a family like in (6) and let us write
(x, y, z)=(u3x , u4y , u5z ),
(*1 , *2 , *3)=(v641 , v242 , v43),
with 421+4
2
2+4
2
3=1 and
Wv0=[(v
641 , v242 , v41) | 0vv0].
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Let C=B 1(0)_[&1, 1] be a cylindrical neighbourhood of 0 # R3. Then, for
v0>0 sufficiently small, there is a continuous map
9: C_Wv0  R
3,
such that for all * # Wv0 , V*=9(C_[*]) is a neighbourhood of 0 and
(a) 9(S1(0)_[&1, 1]) consist of regular X* -orbits,
(b) 9(B 1(0)_[&1, 1]) is transverse to X* with X* pointing inward
V* for [&1] and pointing outward for [1].
Furthermore X* | V* has the following properties:
(i) In case *1>0: X* | V* is a flow box.
(ii) In case *1=0: 0(X* | V*) consists of a unique singularity.
(iii) In case *1<0: X* | V* has two singularities and 0(X* | V*) is
contained in
Av=[(v3x , v4y , v5z ) | (x , y , z ) # A]
with v such that *=(v641 , v242 , v43) and A being a fixed ball in the
(x , y , z )-space.
Remark 3.3. Statement (i) in the theorem shows that no interesting
phenomena occur when *1>0, while in statement (iii) we see that the
interesting phenomena occurring for *1<0 are rather small when * tends
to zero. Nevertheless they can be extremely complicated. To understand
these phenomena, the first objective is to study the quadratic family X (*, 0)
that we will encounter in (13) but even this is far from being trivial as has
been described in [GS] and is still under study by others.
Concerning the unique singularity in statement (ii) it is fairly easy to
study its phase portrait. We do this at the end of the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof relies on the so called ‘‘blowing-up of
the unfolding’’ as presented in [D4]. We use
x=u3x *1=u6* 1
{y=u4y {*2=u2* 2 [ut=t , (8)z=u5z *3=u* 3
with x 2+y 2+z 2+* 21+*
2
2+*
2
3=1, and as it is usual, the calculations will
be done in different charts. From [D4] as well as from other papers using
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the method, it is clear that it is preferable to work along lines in parameter
space, given by:
* 1=v641 , * 2=v242 , * 3=v43 , (9)
with (41 , 42 , 43) # S 2 (or with (41 , 42 , 43) # B, B being a box in R3).
As such, the ‘‘blow-up of the unfolding’’ changes the study of a
3-parameter family of 3-dimensional vector fields to a 2-parameter family
(4 # S2) of 4-dimensional vector fields near S 3 where
S3=[(x , y , z , v) | x 2+y 2+z 2+v2=1],
and the fourth coordinate is u # [0, [. This global blow-up includes the
usual ‘‘family rescaling’’ by taking v=1 and (x , y , z ) # A, with A some large
closed ball in R3; this leads to a family of vector fields X (4, u) .
The global blow up also includes the ‘‘phase directional rescaling’’ by
taking x 2+y 2+z 2=1 and v near 0. This latter one contains the blow-up
of the singularity X0 (i.e., *=0) as presented in (7) and for (u, * 1 , * 2 ,
* 3)=0 we recover the MorseSmale vector field X 0=X | S 2_[0].
Let us start with the phase-directional rescaling:
3.2(a). Phase Directional Rescaling. As known we loose the family-
character and (6) changes into a 6-dimensional vector field, respecting
however the first integrals u6* 1=*1 , u2* 2=*2 and u* 3=*3 . As such as we
already observed, we end up with a 2-dimensional family of 4-dimensional
vector fields:
3u2x u* +u3x4 =u4y
4u3y u* +u4y4 =u5z
(10)
5u4z u* +u5z4 =u6(x 2+* 1+* 2 y +* 3z )+O(u7)
6u5* 1 u* +u6*4 1=2u* 2u* +u2*4 2=* 3u* +u*4 3=0.
Exactly like in the study of the singularity we start the calculations in the
[ y =1]-chart and get the following vector field:
u* =
1
4
z u
x4 =\1&34 x z + (11)
z4 =x 2&
5
4
z 2+* 1+* 2+* 3z +O(u)
1
6
*4 1
* 1
=
1
2
*4 2
* 2
=
*4 3
* 3
=&
1
4
z .
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By (9) and with (41 , 42 , 43) # S2, we get the following S2-family of
4-dimensional vector fields:
u* = 14z u
x4 =(1& 34 x z ) (12)
z4 =x 2& 54z
2+v641+v242+v43z +O(u)
v* = & 14z v.
For u=v=0 we have the unique singularities p0 and p1 , where the
4-dimensional vector field (12) is hyperbolic for each value of
(41 , 42 , 43) # S2 (see Fig. 3.3). We hence know well how (12), for fixed
(41 , 42 , 43), behaves on the 3-manifolds defined by [uv=constant] for
v>0, near these singularities it is a regular vector field inducing a flow box.
The same happens of course near the regular points of the MorseSmale
vector field X 0 .
The analysis in the phase-directional rescaling makes it clear that all
0-behaviour (i.e., non-wandering behaviour) of (6), for small *, must be
close to the 0-behaviour of X (* , 0) , and hence detectable in a (sufficiently
large) closed ball A in (x , y , z )-space, with A not depending on *. This
Fig. 3.3. A 2-dimensional picture showing the phase directional rescaling for uv=0. The
shaded region has to be studied by means of the family rescaling.
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implies part (iii) in the theorem, and reduces the proof of the other parts
to studying the family rescaling.
3.2(b). Family Rescaling. The family (6) changes into the family
X (4, u)=y

x
+z

y
+(41+x 2+42 y +43z +O(u))

z
, (13)
which we need to study on some large compact set A in (x , y , z )-space.
We can first consider (13) with u=0. For 41<0 there are two
singularities at (\- &41, 0, 0), for 41=0 there is a single singularity at
(0, 0, 0) and for 41>0 there are no singularities. In the last case X (4, 0) has
a Lyapunov function given by
z &42 x &43 y . (14)
Indeed
X (4, 0)(z &42x &43y )=41+x 2.
Even for 41=0 we see that function (14) is strictly increasing along the
orbits of X (4, 0) except at the origin.
If we now consider X (4, u) with u>0 sufficiently small, we see that for
(x , y , z ) # A and for 410, (14) is still a Lyapunov function except maybe
for (41 , x ) near (0, 0).
Let us therefore consider X (4, u) in a chart with
41 t0 and 422+423=1. (15)
For 41=0, X (4, u) has a unique singularity, situated at (0, 0, 0) and its
phase portrait is well-known by considering j1X (4, u)(0, 0, 0) in combina-
tion with x 2(z ) (see, e.g., [T1]): the eigenvalues of the 1-jet are 0,
1
2 (43\- 423+442); in all cases there is a 1-dimensional centre manifold
except for:
(i) (42 , 43)=(&1, 0) where the singularity is of SaddleNodeHopf
type, as in [GH], exhibiting a 3-dimensional centre behaviour,
(ii) 42=0 where we have a 2-dimensional centre manifold on which
the vector field is a nilpotent cusp of codimension 2.
A local study of these vector fields together with the use of the Lyapunov
function permits to finish the proof of the theorem. K
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4. Singularities of Codimension Four
4.1. Statement of the Results
Let X be a germ of a C vector field on R3 with 1-jet linearly conjugate
to y(x)+z(y). We know from Section 2 that X is locally C 
conjugate to:
X1= y

x
+z

y
+(ax2+bxy+cxz+dy2
e1 x3+e2x2z+e3xz2+e4x2y+e5 xyz+e6 xy2
+o(&(x, y, z)&3))

z
. (16)
Now we impose the condition a=0 which defines, together with the
conditions on the 1-jet, an algebraic subset of codimension 4 in the space
of germs of vector fields in R3 with a singularity at 0. Moreover, we
suppose b{0 and e1 {0. Then we can normalize these coefficients to b=2
and e1=1 using a linear coordinate change and a linear time scale. We will
admit that in (16) the coefficients b and e1 have already been normalized.
Note that, after a rescaling in time, the new vector field will only be C
equivalent to the previous one. Even a time-reverse will be allowed.
In order to simplify the calculations we transform the vector field in (16)
using the following coordinate change
x=x , y=y , z=z +x 2,
obtaining a vector field X$, C equivalent to X up to a time-reverse, given
by
X$= y

x
+(z+x2)

y
+(cxz+dy2+(1+c) x3
+e2x2z+e3xz2+e4x2y+e5xyz+e6 xy2
+o(&(x, y, z)&3))

z
, (17)
preserving the notations in (16).
We prove the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Let H(x, y)=y22+x&x33. Let #h be the compact
component of H=h for each h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[ and take (xh , yh): [0, T(h)]  R
2
to be a solution of x* =XH(x, y), y* =YH(x, y) along the orbit #h , where
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(XH , YH) denotes the Hamiltonian vector field of H and T(h) denotes the
period of #h .
Let F(x, y)= 14 (cx&dy
2&(1+c) x3) and let | be the 1-form defined by
|=F(x, y)(2x dy&3y dx).
Consider the functions g1 , g2 : R2  R defined by
g1(c, d )=& 177 c+
12
7 d&
103
28 ,
g2(c, d )=&(c+ 114 )
and the function g3 : ]& 23 ,
2
3 [_R
2  R defined by
g3(h, c, d )=|
T(h)
0
F(xh(t), yh(t)) dt.
Let S be the subset of R2, the space of coefficients (c, d), where at least
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(c1) g1(c, d )=0,
(c2) g2(c, d )=0,
(c3) g3(h, c, d )=0 for all h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[ such that #h |=0.
Suppose that (c, d ) # R2"S. Then every C vector field on R3 with 3-jet
y

x
+(z+x2)

y
+(c$xz+d $y2+(1+c$) x3+e$2 x2z
+e$3 xz2+e$4 x2y+e$5 xyz+e$6 xy2)

z
,
for (c$, d $) close enough to (c, d ) in (17) is C 0 equivalent to X$.
In Appendix 3 we will prove that the set c3 is a regular analytic curve as
shown in Fig. 4.1. Hence the condition (c, d ) # S leads to vector fields of
codimension 5. The fields of codimension 4 are given by (c, d ) # R2"S and
like in Fig. 4.1 we can subdivide R2"S in six regions depending on the sign
of g1 , g2 and g3 :
I. g1(c, d )<0, g2(c, d)<0,
II. g1(c, d )<0, g2(c, d )>0 and g3(h, c, d )>0 for all h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[
such that #h |=0,
III. g1(c, d )<0, g2(c, d )>0 and g3(h, c, d )<0 for all h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[
such that #h |=0,
IV. g1(c, d )>0, g2(c, d)>0,
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Fig. 4.1. Sets of coefficients (c, d ) which characterize each topological type.
V. g1(c, d )>0, g2(c, d )<0 and g3(h, c, d )>0 for all h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[
such that #h |=0,
VI. g1(c, d )>0, g2(c, d )<0 and g3(h, c, d )<0 for all h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[
such that #h |=0.
By Theorem 4.1, in each region we have exactly one topological type (i.e.,
C0 equivalence class).
As we will see later, the blowing-up method applied to X$ does not
provide us with a MorseSmale vector field on S2_[0]. This makes the
results about C 0 equivalence in Theorem 4.1 not immediate. In fact we will
not prove directly that two vector fields having a development as X$ in (17)
and satisfying one of the conditions I to VI are C0 equivalent. We will
think in terms of a theoretical model Y, inducing a MorseSmale vector
field on S2_[0] after blowing-up. We can say that Y is a MorseSmale
model for the given class. The model is ‘‘theoretical’’ in the sense that we
do not give a precise expression for Y but ask Y to have a certain blowing-
up Y , not answering the question whether such a Y exists. We will only
make use of Y as a C vector field on S2_[0, [.
To state a more precise result, let us suppose that Y is a C vector field
on R3 with jk&1Y(0)#0 and jkY(0){0, let Y denote the blowing-up of Y
on S 2_R after division by rk&1, and using 9: S 2_R  R3 given by
9(u, r)=r } u. We assume that Y | S2_[0] is a MorseSmale vector field
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having exactly four singularities (e~ , s~ , p~ , f ) and we suppose that the critical
elements (singularities and periodic orbits) of Y are hyperbolic in S2_R.
We suppose e~ to be an attracting or a repelling focus, which is normally
repelling (and ‘‘normal’’ means normal to S 2_[0]), s~ a saddle point which
is normally attracting, p~ a sink which is normally repelling and f a source
which is normally attracting. Moreover, one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
I$. e~ is an attracting focus and there are no limit cycles on S 2_[0],
II$. e~ is a repelling focus and there exists a unique attracting limit
cycle _~ on S2_[0] which is normally repelling,
III$. e~ is a repelling focus and there exists a unique attracting limit
cycle _~ on S2_[0] which is normally attracting,
IV$. e~ is a repelling focus and there are no limit cycles on S 2_[0],
V$. e~ is an attracting focus and there exists a unique repelling limit
cycle _~ on S2_[0] which is normally repelling,
VI$. e~ is an attracting focus and there exists a unique repelling limit
cycle _~ on S2_[0] which is normally attracting.
In Fig. 4.2 is shown how the vector field Y | S 2_[0] looks like for each
of the above conditions. To have a planar picture we have deleted the sink
p~ on S2_[0]. Moreover we use the notation &+ (resp. &&) to indicate that
a singularity or a periodic orbit & is normally repelling (resp. normally
attracting).
We will prove the following result:
Theorem 4.2. If Y is a C vector field whose blow-up Y satisfies one of
the conditions I$, II$, III$, IV$, V$, or VI$, then it is C0 equivalent at 0 to any
vector field X$ satisfying the conditions I, II, III, IV, V, or VI, respectively.
Such an equivalence is obtained by blowing-down a pinched C0 equivalence
between Y and X $.
By ‘‘pinched C0 equivalence’’ we mean the following:
Definition 4.1. Y is pinched C0 equivalent to X $ if there exists a C 0
equivalence h between Y | S 2_]0, [ and X $ | S 2_]0, [, sending
neighbourhoods of S2_[0] to neighbourhoods of S2_[0].
It need to be observed that the vector field X $ will not be obtained by
using the blow-up mapping 9(u, r)=r } u but using the blow-up map
8: S2_R  R3, defined by
8((x , y , z ), r)=(r2x , r3y , r4z )
and a division by r.
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Fig. 4.2. MorseSmale models restricted to S2_[0].
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This Theorem 4.2 provides a clear description of the different phase
portraits in the cases I to VI. Moreover the pinched equivalence at the
blow-up level will permit to prove Theorem 4.1 by means of the well-
known techniques as developed in [C] and [ULL] without having to
construct explicit models for Y.
Let us now give a detailed description of the different phase portraits,
emphasizing the essential features, and giving a precise topological
description of the different ‘‘sectors.’’ For the latter we introduce the follow-
ing vector fields on R3
Z1=

%
&r

r
+z

z
,
Z2=

%
+r(2z&r)

r
+z(z&2r)

z
,
Z3=

%
+r

r
+z

z
,
Z4=

%
+r(2z&r)

r
+z(2r&z)

z
,
Z5=

%
&r

r
&z

z
,
where (%, r, z) # S1_[0, [_R denote cylindric coordinates on R3. We
restrict Zi to the respective domains Di , i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, given by:
D1=D2=D3=[(%, r, z) # S 1_[0, [_R | z0]
and
D4=D5=[(%, r, z) # S1_[0, [_R | 0z|r|].
Using simple constructions it is easy to check that the vector fields Zi | Di ,
i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are suspensions by % of the 2-dimensional reductions
represented in Fig. 4.3.
Moreover, given a bounded neighbourhood U of 0 in R3, we will denote
by K in(U) resp. Kout(U)) the set of points q # U for which the positive (resp.
negative) orbit through q stays for all time in U and tends to 0 when the
time tends to + (resp. &).
By blowing-down the MorseSmale models we obtain that the following
properties are satisfied for a neighbourhood V of 0 which we always assume
homeomorphic to [(x, y, z) # R3 | &(x, y, z)&1]. In all cases there exist
two orbits l1 , l2 /V tending to the origin when the time tends to &.
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Fig. 4.3. 2-dimensional reductions of the vector fields Zi .
Let p1=l1 & V and p2=l2 & V. In Fig. 4.4 we have depicted V for each
case, deleting p2 to make a planar picture and using the notation + (resp.
&) to indicate that certain curves or points belong to Kout(V) resp.
K in(V)). : and ; are C0 curves representing the intersection with V of C 0
2-dimensional invariant manifolds W: and W; , respectively. R, S and T are
the connected components in which V is divided by W: and W; . We know
that S is always a hyperbolic sector (defined by a 2-manifold and a line)
in the sense that X$ | S is C 0 equivalent to Z1 | D1 . # is a C0 curve whose
closure contains p1 in the case IV and ; in the cases V and VI, such that
there exists an invariant topological cone C# on it. In the cases IV and V
there exists a point q # # which belongs to K in(V) & Kout(V) and we denote
by #1 and #2 the connected components in which # is split by q. Now,
depending on which condition is satisfied, we have the following:
Case I. R is a hyperbolic sector (defined by a 2-manifold and a line) in
the sense that X$ | R is C 0 equivalent to Z1 | D1 .
Case II. R (resp. T) is a parabolic sector (resp. a hyperbolic sector)
because X$ | R (resp. X$ | T ) is C0 equivalent to Z3 | D3 (resp. Z4 | D4).
Case III. R (resp. T ) is an elliptic sector (resp. a parabolic sector)
because X$ | R (resp. X$ | T ) is C0 equivalent to Z2 | D2 (resp. Z5 | D5).
Case IV. K in(V)/C# and there exists a topological 3-dimensional cone
C/Kout which contains l1 and it is such that if x # C then the negative
orbit through x stays for all time in C and if x # Kout(V)"l2 then the
negative orbit through x intersects C.
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Fig. 4.4. Planar picture of V.
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Case V. R is a parabolic sector because X$ | R is C0 equivalent to
Z3 | D3 . K in(V)/C# and there exists a topological 3-dimensional cone
C/Kout which contains l1 and it is such that if x # C then the negative
orbit through x stays for all time in C and if x # Kout(V)"l2 then the
negative orbit through x intersects C.
Case VI. R is a hyperbolic sector because X$ | R is C 0 equivalent to
Z1 | D1 . Moreover K in(V)=C# _ W; and Kout(V)=l1 _ l2 .
Remark 4.1. 1. One can easily prove that conditions IV and V give
the same topological class. To do this it is sufficient to prove that their
respective MorseSmale models are C0 equivalent (or better said that their
blown-up vector fields are pinched C0 equivalent).
2. All the C0 equivalences which are needed to show that certain
sectors are hyperbolic, elliptic or parabolic can be obtained by the same
kind of techniques elaborated in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
3. Of course, the blowing-up construction which we use to study X$
gives more information than the C0 structure. For instance, one also
obtains the asymptotic properties of the invariant manifolds in a
neighbourhood of the singularity.
To end this section let us describe in which way the proof of the
Theorem 4.2 will be worked out. As already said it essentially relies on the
following blow-up mapping
x==2x
8 : {y==3y (18)z==4z
where x 2+y 2+z 2=1. The equations of X $ with 8
*
(=X $)=X$ are
2==* x +=2x4 ==3y ,
3=2=* y +=3y4 ==4z +=4x 2, (19)
4=3=* z +=4z4 =c=6x z +d=6y 2+(1+c) =6x 3+o(=6).
Instead of working directly with the above equations we use the directional
versions of 8. In 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, we study the blow-up in the
negative direction of the z-axis and in the positive direction of the x-axis.
We do not include the calculations in the remaining directions since the
main elements which are necessary to know the behaviour of the flow of X $
near S2_[0] are obtained in 4.2 and 4.3. In 4.4 we prove Theorem 4.2.
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4.2. Blow-Up in the Negative z-Direction (z =&1)
Let X &z denote the blow-up in the negative z-direction, obtained
by assuming that in the 8-definition (18) z = &1 and (x , y ) # R2. The
equations of X &z follow directly from (19) and, after division by =, are
x4 =y &2=x F(x , y )+o(=),
y4 =&1+x 2&3=y F(x , y )+o(=), (20)
=* ==2F(x , y )+o(=2),
where
F(x , y )= 14 (cx &dy
2&(1+c) x 3). (21)
First, it should be noticed that X &z | [==0] is the Hamiltonian vector
field of
H(x , y )=
y 2
2
+x &
x 3
3
. (22)
The function H is a Morse function with two critical points: a center at
e=(&1, 0) and a saddle point at s=(1, 0). It is easy to check that for
each h # ]&23 ,
2
3[ there exists a compact component #h of [H=h] giving a
periodic orbit of X &z | [==0]. Moreover there exists a saddle-connection
# at s. We will study X &z in small neighbourhoods of #h , #, and e,
respectively.
4.2(a). The Behaviour of X &z in a Neighbourhood of Each Periodic
Orbit. Fix h # &23 ,
2
3[ and denote by q the unique point where #h intersects
the segment ]e, s[. Let 7 be a local section transverse to the vector field
at q and let 7(#h )/7 be a neighbourhood of q in 7 such that the Poincare
map Pc, d : 7(#h )  7 is defined. Since the vector field is transversal to
the segment ]e, s[, we can choose 7 to be contained in [ y =0]. Take
coordinates (x , =) on 7 and write Pc, d=(PTc, d , P
N
c, d). As [==0] is invariant
for X &z and all the orbits through points close enough to q in [==0] are
periodic orbits, we can write Pc, d as follows
PTc, d (x , =)=x +=.
T (x , =),
PNc, d (x , =)==.
N(x , =),
where .T and .N are C functions. Developing .T and .N in powers of
= we obtain
PTc, d (x , =)=x +=.
T (x , 0)+=2.~ T (x , =),
PNc, d (x , =)==.
N(x , 0)+=2.~ N(x , =),
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where , T and .~ N are C functions. It is easy to prove that, up to order
=, Pc, d coincides with the Poincare map for #h corresponding to the vector
field
x4 =y &2=x F(x , y ),
y4 =&1+x 2&3=y F(x , y ), (23)
=* =0,
which is obtained by truncating (20) at order =. A first consequence of this
fact is that .N(x , 0)#1.
On the other hand, if we parametrize the segment [e, s] using the value
of the Hamiltonian function given in (22) and we consider a change of
coordinates r=h&h to put (H(q), 0) at (0, 0), then Pc, d can be written as
PTc, d (r, =)=r+=(a0+a1 r+O(r
2))+=2.(r, =),
(24)
PNc, d (r, =)==+=
2(b0+O( |r, =| )),
where a0 and a1 depend only on the vector field (23), b0=, N(0, 0), O(r2)
stands for a C function in r of order 2, O( |r, =| ) stands for a C function
in all the variables which is 0 when (r, =)=(0, 0) and , is a C function
in all the variables.
In order to obtain the coefficients a0 and a1 given in formula (24) we will
use the method of perturbation from a Hamiltonian. One should note that
the vector field given by Eq. (23) can be treated as a family of planar vector
fields depending on the parameters =, c and d. Denote that family by X =, c, d
and put X =, c, d=X 0&=X 1 , where X 0=y (x )+(&1+x 2)(y ) and
X 1=2x F(x , y )(x )+3y F(x , y )(y ). Note that X 0 is the Hamiltonian
vector field of the function H given in (22). We have the following well-
known lemma [AL]:
Lemma 4.1. Let X =, c, d=X 0&=X 1 be a vector field family as above. (X 0
is the Hamiltonian vector field and =0 is a small parameter). Let [e, s] be
a segment from the centre e to the saddle point s. We suppose also that e is
a singularity of X =, c, d for any (=, c, d ). Let ; # ]e, s[ and K a compact set in
R2, the parameters space of (c, d ). Then there exists a T(K)>0 such that:
(i) The Poincare map P=, c, d of X =, c, d is defined from [e, ;] into
[e, s] for all (=, (c, d )) # [0, T(K)]_K.
(ii) If we parametrize [e, s] by the values of the Hamiltonian function
H of X 0 ([e, s]&[H(e), H(s)]), then
P=, c, d (h)=h+= |
# h
|+o(=)
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for all (h, =, (c, d )) # [H(e), H(b)]_[0, T(K)]_K, where #h is the compact
component of [H=h] clockwise oriented for the integration, | is the
symplectic dual form of X 1 , i.e., |=F(x , y )(2x dy &3y dx ) and o(=) stands
for a C function in h, =, c and d of order o(=).
After we translate h to 0 the mapping P=, c, d becomes
P=, c, d (r)=r+= \G(h , c, d )+Gh (h , c, d ) r+o(r2)++o(=),
where r=h&h and
G(h, c, d )=|
# h
|.
Consequently the coefficients a0 and a1 in (24) are given by
a0=G(h , c, d ), a1=
G
h
(h , c, d ).
We want to obtain the values of (c, d ) such that a0=0. They are the
solutions of
G(h , c, d )=0. (25)
In order to calculate G(h, c, d ) we introduce the 1-forms
|i=y x i dx with i0,
and for the corresponding integrals we use the notation:
Ii (h)=|
# h
|i .
First, we express G as a function of I0 and I1 .
Lemma 4.2.
G(h, c, d )=K1(c, d ) hI0+K2(c, d ) I1 , (26)
where K1(c, d )=& 32 (c&d+1) and K2(c, d )=&
1
4 (&8c+4d&15).
Proof. In [DRS] it is shown that
11
2 |3=&3H|0+
15
2 |1+
3
2 d(x y
3)& 92 x y dH. (27)
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The desired formula follows from (27) and the equalities
y 3 dx =d(x y 3)&3|3+3|1&3x y dH,
x 4 dy =d(x 4y )&4|3 ,
x 2 dy =d(x 2y )&2|1 ,
x y 2 dy =|3&|1+x y dH. K
For h =&23 , the two integrals I0 and I1 become zero; however, as
I0(h )>0 for h {&23 and as I1 I0  &1 for h  &
2
3 , we can remove
the degeneracy of the equation (25) at h=&23 by bringing it into the
equivalent equation:
G (h , c, d)=
1
I0
G=0. (28)
It follows from (26) that G (h , c, d ) can be written as
G (h , c, d )=K1(c, d ) h &K2(c, d ) P(h ),
where
P(h )=&
I1
I0
.
The following properties of P(h ) are obtained in [DRS]:
(P1) P(h )  1 for h  &23 ,
(P2) P(h )  57 for h 
2
3 ,
(P3) P$(&23)=&
1
8,
(P4) P$(h )<0 for all h # [&23 , &
2
3[,
(P5) P"(h )<0 for all h # [&23 , &
2
3[,
and we will use then later on.
We denote by S the ruled surface defined by G (h , c, d )=0 for
h # [&23 ,
2
3]. For each value h , G =0 defines a line 2h in the (c, d )-space
and S is diffeomorphic to a strip [&23 ,
2
3]_R embedded in R
3. The limiting
lines defined by h =&23 ,
2
3 are projections of the boundary of S. Their
respective equations are obtained by using (P1) and (P2):
2&23 : c+ 114 =0,
223: 177 c&
12
7 d+
103
28 =0.
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Each line 2h defines the set of coefficients (c, d ) for which a0 in (24)
becomes zero. Note that all these lines have a common point at (&114 , &
7
4).
We will prove now that the line 2h rotates in a monotone way with
respect to h by showing that a1 {0 every time that a0=0, unless
(c, d )=(&114 , &
7
4). More explicitly, we prove that conditions
K1(c, d ) h &K2(c, d ) P(h )=0, (29)
K1(c, d )&K2(c, d ) P$(h )=0. (30)
are not satisfied simultaneously. Equation (30) is obtained from
(G h)(h , c, d )=0.
Note that the lines K1=0 and K2=0 have a unique intersection at
(&114 , &
7
4). Since this point is excluded we can assume that K1 {0. In the
other case equation (30) has no solution because of property P4. Therefore
we can write Eqs. (29) and (30) as
h &
K2(c, d )
K1(c, d )
P(h )=0,
(31)
1&
K2(c, d )
K1(c, d )
P$(h )=0.
Lemma 4.3. Equation (31) has no solution for h # [&23 ,
2
3].
Proof. It follows from P1, P2 and P4 that P(h )>0 for all h # [&23 ,
2
3].
Let us suppose that there exists a solution (h , c, d ) of (31). Then
P(h )=h P$(h )
is satisfied and this implies that h <0, if we take into account the property
P4.
On the other hand we can prove P(h )>h P$(h ) for all h # [&23 ,
2
3]. To see
this we define the function
+(h )=P(h )&h P$(h ).
Property P5 implies that +$(h )<0 for all h # [&23 , 0[, while properties P1
and P3 permit us to obtain +(&23)>0. As +(0)=P(0)>0 we conclude that
+(h )>0 for all h # [&23 , 0[. K
We know that for each (c, d ) # R2, G (h , c, d )  &(c+ 114 ) for h  &
2
3.
Therefore, if c+ 114 >0 (resp. c+
11
4 <0), then a0<0 (resp. a0>0) for h
close enough to &23 (recall that a0=G(h , c, d )=I0G (h , c, d ) and I0>0 for
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all h # ]&23 ,
2
3]). Only if (c, d) belongs to the bundle of lines given by (28),
which cover the set
[(c, d ) # R2 | (c+ 114 )(
17
7 c&
12
7 d+
103
28 )<0],
there exists a value h 0 # [&23 ,
2
3[ such that a0=0.
On the other hand, equation (30) defines a bundle of lines passing
through the point (&114 ,
7
4). The limit position of these lines for h  &
2
3 is:
&54 c+
11
8 d&
33
32=0.
In this case, along the line c+ 114 =0, (G h)(&
2
3 , c, d )>0 (resp.
(G h)(&23 , c, d )<0) if d>&
7
4 (resp. d<&
7
4). As Eqs. (29) and (30) are
not satisfied simultaneously except for (&114 , &
7
4), it follows that
a1(h 0 , c, d )>0 (resp. a1(h 0 , c, d )<0) if c+ 114 >0 (resp. c+
11
4 <0). Note
that a1=I$0G (h , c, d )+I0(G h)(h , c, d ).
In Appendix 2 we prove that
b0=2 |
T(h )
0
F(x h (t), y h (t)) dt
for each h # ]& 23 ,
2
3[, where F is given in (21), T(h ) denotes the period of
#h and (x h (t), y h (t)) is the solution of (23) along #h . Moreover, in
Appendix 3 we prove that if #h |=0, then there exists a unique value (c, d )
for which b0=0. Thus the common solution of the equations
|
#h
|=0,
|
T(h )
0
F(x h (t), y h (t)) dt=0,
defines an analytic curve denoted by c3 in the space of coefficients (c, d )
as it is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Because F(e)<0 and F(s)>0, it is clear that
b0 is always positive near c2 and negative near c1 where c1 and c2 are
respectively the lines 2&23 and 223 .
We have proved the following result:
Lemma 4.4. Let (c, d ) # R2 satisfying the condition I, II, III, IV, V, or
VI in Theorem 4.1. For each periodic orbit #h of X &z | [==0], let a0 , a1 and
b0 be the coefficients of the Poincare map given in formula (24). Then,
Case I. a0(h , c, d )<0 for all h # ]&23 ,
2
3[.
Case II. There exists h 0 # ]& 23 ,
2
3[ such that a0(h 0 , c, d )=0, a1(h 0 ,
c, d )<0 and b0(h 0 , c, d)>0. Moreover a0(h , c, d )>0 (resp. a0(h , c, d )<0)
if h # ]& 23 , h 0[ (resp. h # ]h 0 ,
2
3[).
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Case III. There exists h 0 # ]&23 ,
2
3[ such that a0(h 0 , c, d )=0, a1(h 0 ,
c, d )<0 and b0(h 0 , c, d)<0. Moreover a0(h , c, d )>0 (resp. a0(h , c, d )<0)
if h # ]&23 , h 0[ (resp. h # ]h 0 ,
2
3[).
Case IV. a0(h , c, d)>0 for all h # ]&23 ,
2
3[.
Case V. There exists h 0 # ]&23 ,
2
3[ such that a0(h 0 , c, d )=0, a1(h 0 ,
c, d )>0 and b0(h , c, d )>0. Moreover a0(h , c, d )<0 (resp. a0(h , c, d )>0) if
h # ]&23 , h 0[ (resp. h # ]h 0 ,
2
3[).
Case VI. There exists h 0 # ]&23 ,
2
3[ such that a0(h 0 , c, d )=0, a1(h 0 ,
c, d )>0 and b0(h 0 , c, d)<0. Moreover a0(h , c, d )<0 (resp. a0(h , c, d )>0)
if h # ]&23 , h 0[ (resp. h # ]h 0 ,
2
3[)
We will now prove the following result.
Lemma 4.5. Let Pc, d be the Poincare map given in formula (24). For
each (r0 , =0) and for each n # Z, denote (rn , =n)=Pnc, d (r0 , =0). Suppose that
a0>0 (resp. a0<0). Then there exist $>0 and &>0 such that for each
(r0 , =0) # [&$, $]_]0, &] there exist N1 # Z+ and N2 # Z& satisfying:
(1) =N1>& or rN1>$ (resp. =N 1>& or rN1<&$),
(2) =N2>& or rN2<&$ (resp. =N 2>& or rN2>$).
Proof. Suppose a0>0. Then there exist $>0 and &>0 such that
PTc, d(r, =)r+
a0
2
=
and
PNc, d(r, =)=+b1=
2
for all (r, =) # [&$, $]_]0, &], where b1 is a negative constant smaller than
b0 . We take a point (r0 , =0) # [&$, $]_]0, &] and we construct the
sequence [+n]n # N given by +0==0 and +n=+n&1+b1 +2n&1 for each n1.
Notice that the function l(+)=++b1+2 is increasing monotonically for all
+ # [0, &12b1[ and 0<+n<+n&1 for all n1 whenever =0 # ]0, &1b1[.
As we can assume that &<&12b1 , it follows by induction that
=n+n
and
rnr0+
a0
2
:
n&1
i=0
+i
for all n1 such that (rn&1 , =n&1) # [&$, $]_]0, &].
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Since
:

i=0
+i=+0+ :

i=1
+i&1(1+b1+i&1)+0+(1+b1+0) :

i=1
+i&1 ,
it follows that i=0 +i&1b1 . Therefore for each =0 # ]0, &] there exist a
positive integer N=N(=0) such that rNr0+a0 2(&12b1). As we can
assume that $<&a0 8b1 we have rN>$. Thus, we obtain that there exists
a positive integer N1 for which either =N1>& or rN1>$.
To obtain the proof of (2) in the case a0>0 we use the following
estimates
(P&1c, d)
T (r, =)r&
a0
2
=
and
(P&1c, d )
N (r, =)=+b1=2,
which are valid for (r, =) sufficiently small and where b1 is a negative
constant. The arguments of the proof in the case a0<0 are similar. K
Diffeomorphisms having an expression like (24) have been studied in
[DRR] and in [DR]. Let us recall the necessary C results from [DRR];
similar studies have been made in [DR] for the Cr-case. In order to be
able to make the good statements, let us first show that along any compact
segment in [==0], a diffeomorphism like in (24) can be formally embedded
as the time-1 mapping of a flow.
Lemma 4.6. Let f=( f1 , f2)=Pc, d be a diffeomorphism with an expres-
sion like in (24), and let I/[==0] be a compact line segment in the domain
of definition of f, then there exists a C vector field
Z=[=(a0+a1r+O(r2))+=2,(r, =)]

r
+=2[b0+O(&(r, =)&)]

=
(32)
such that for all (r, 0) # I we have the property
j( f&Z1)(r, 0)=0,
where Zt denotes the flow associated to Z.
Proof. Let us consider a formal development of Z with respect to =,
Z=\:(r) =+ :

i=2
:i (r) =i+ r+\;(r) =2+ :

i=3
;i (r) =i+ = .
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We write
Zt=(F1(r, =, t), F2(r, =, t))
to denote the components of the flow associated to the field Z. Let us also
consider the development of Zt with respect to =.
F1(r, =, t)=r+ :

j=1
F j1(r, t) =
j,
(33)
F2(r, =, t)==+ :

j=2
F j2(r, t) =
j.
Since

t
F1(r, =, t)=Z1(F1 , (r, =, t), F2(r, =, t)),

t
F2(r, =, t)=Z2(F1(r, =, t), F2(r, =, t)),
it is obtained, derivating formally in (33), that
:

j=1
F j1
t
(r, t) = j=: \r+ :

j=1
F j1(r, t) =
j+\=+ :

j=2
F j2(r, t) =
j+
+ :

i=2
:i \r+ :

j=1
F j1(r, t) =
j+\=+ :

j=2
F j2(r, t) =
j+
i
(34)
:

j=2
F j2
t
(r, t) = j=; \r+ :

j=1
F j1(r, t) =
j+\=+ :

j=2
F j2(r, t) =
j+
2
,
+ :

i=3
;i \r+ :

j=1
F j1(r, t) =
j+\=+ :

j=2
F j2(r, t) =
j+
i
.
Identifying the terms of the same order in =, it follows from the above
expressions that
:(r)=
F 11
t
(r, t),
;(r)=
F 22
t
(r, t).
Hence F 11(r, t)=:(r) t and F
2
2(r, t)=;(r) t. In order to satisfy the condition
j( f&Z1)(r, 0)=0 along the segment I we can take the functions :(r) and
;(r) to be the C functions given by
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:(r)=F 11(r, 1)=
f1
=
(r, 0)=a0+a1 r+O(r2)
;(r)=F 22(r, 1)=
1
2
2f2
=2
(r, 0)=b0+O(r)
Therefore, the coefficients of the first terms in the development of Z with
respect to = are really those given in (32).
From (34) it follows that for all j2
F j1(r, t)=:j (r) t+G
j
1(r, t),
F j+12 (r, t)=;j+1(r) t+G
j+1
2 (r, t),
where G j1 and G
j+1
2 are C
 functions, which only depend on the previously
calculated data :1(r), ..., :j&1(r), ;2(r), ..., ;j (r), with :1(r)=:(r) and
;2(r)=;(r).
By imposing the conditions
F j1(r, 1)=
1
j !
 jf1
= j
(r, 0),
F j+12 (r, 1)=
1
( j+1)!
 j+1f2
= j+1
(r, 0),
we hence inductively determinein a unique way:j (r) and ;j+1(r) to be
C functions (on I ).
The formal expression, with respect to =, of Z can now be extended to
a C vector field, defined in a neighbourhood of I if we apply the version
of the Borel Theorem given in [H]. K
Suppose now that a0=0 in (24) and let f=Pc, d and Z given in the
previous lemma. We can now restrict f to a compact I/[==0] on which
the vector field (1=) Z has exactly one singularity. Since a1 {0 each time
that a0=0 and we are assuming that b0 {0 when a0=0, it follows that this
singularity is hyperbolic.
On a sufficiently small neighbourhood of I, f and Z1 are diffeomorphisms
with j( f&Z1)(r, 0)=0 for all (r, 0) # I and both are of a form as studied
in Chap. II, Sect. 3 of [DRR]; i.e., they are quasi-hyperbolic contractions
to Iup to changing the sign of b0with respect to a degenerate Finsler
metric. As such the results in [DRR] provide a proof of the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.7. Let f be like in (24) and Z like in (32), then, in a sufficiently
small neighbourhood of I/[==0], the diffeomorphisms f and Z1 , satisfying
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the requirements above, are C conjugate by means of a diffeomorphism that
is -near the identity along I.
Remark 4.2. Lemma 4.7 expresses that f, near I, is C-embeddable in
the flow of a vector field which is hyperbolic after division by =. As such
the diffeomorphism f near I is C0 pinched conjugate (i.e., pinched with
respect to [==0]) to the time-1 mapping of the hyperbolic vector field
(1=) Z. This local (i.e. near I ) knowledge is sufficient to permit a topological
treatment as described in [ULL] and [C]; we refer to Section 4.3.
Remark 4.3. The results in [DRR] permit us to prove that even in the
case of non existence of singularities for Z =(1=) Z on [==0], i.e., when
a0 {0 in (24), the diffeomorphisms Z 1 and f are C0 pinched conjugate in
a neighbourhood of some compact segment I/[==0] contained in the
domain of definition of f.
To sum up, from Lemma 4.4 and successive results, and also from the
Remarks 4.2 and 4.3, it follows that there are 6 topological types for Pc, d
according to the values of a0 , a1 and b0 . They are depicted in Fig. 4.5.
4.2 (b). The Behaviour of X &z in a Neighbourhood of the Saddle-
Connection. First we notice that the saddle-point of X &z | [==0] at s is
not normally hyperbolic. (0 is eigenvalue of DX &z(s)). Denote by Wc(s),
Wcu(s) and W cs(s), respectively, a centre, centre-unstable and centre-stable
manifold of X &z at s. Wc(s) is not unique and it is C  because it is
1-dimensional (see [DRR]). We can choose Wcs(s) and Wcu(s) to be Cr
with r arbitrarily large and they are not unique. Since F(s)<0 the flow
Fig. 4.5. Topological types of the Poincare map Pc, d .
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tends to s on Wc(s) & [=0] and consequently Wcs(s) & [=0] is unique
and C.
Consider again the vector field X =, c, d=X 0&=X 1 , where X 0=y (x )+
(&1+x 2)(y ) and X 1=2x F(x , y )(x )+3y F(x , y )(y ), which is
obtained after we truncate X &z at order =. For each =>0 fixed and small
enough, X =, c, d possesses a saddle-point s(=). Denote Ws(s(=)) and W u(s(=)),
respectively, the stable and unstable manifolds at s(=). Let us define
W1= .
0==0
Ws(s(=)) and W2= .
0==0
Wu(s(=)),
for some =0 small enough. W1 and W2 are invariant manifolds under the
flow of X =, c, d (considered now as a vector field on R3). Since Ws(s(=)) and
Wu(s(=)) depend in a C way on =, W1 and W2 are C manifolds.
If we take a segment 7 which is transverse to the flow of X 0 through
some point q on the saddle-connection, then 7 is transverse to X =, c, d for
each = small enough. Let us define the separation of the manifolds Ws(s(=))
and Wu(s(=)) on the segment 7 by
d(=)=qu= &q
s
= ,
where qu= =W
u(s(=)) & 7 and qs= W
s(s(=)) & 7. We assume that 7 is
orthogonal to X 0 at q and that the positive sense on 7 is given by the
vector (&v, u) where (u, v)=X 0(q). It is well-known that d admits the
following development
d(=)=Rg1(c, d ) =+o(=), (35)
where R is a positive constant which only depends on q and g1(c, d ) is the
Melnikov function along #, i.e.,
g1(c, d )=|

&
(X 0 7 (&X 1))(#(t)) dt, (36)
where #(t) is the solution giving the saddle-connection. We do not need to
calculate (36) since it is obtained in 4.2(a) as the limit of # h | for h 
2
3 .
Recall that | is the symplectic dual form of X 1 and #h is the compact
component of [H=h] for h # [&23 ,
2
3], where H is the Hamiltonian
function of X 0 . Thus we obtain that
g1(c, d )=&177 c+
12
7 d&
103
28 .
Remark 4.4. From the properties of the function G (h, c, d ) defined in
(28) one can deduce that the line g1(c, d )=0 is the bifurcation set of a
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saddle-connection of codimension 1 corresponding to the family of planar
vector fields X =, c, d .
In Appendix 1 we prove that Wcs(s) and Wcu(s) are tangent to W1 and
W2 , respectively, along the saddle-connection. Therefore, if g1(c, d){0
then Wcs(s) and Wcu(s) intersect transversely along the saddle-connection
since W1 and W2 do so. Therefore, the relative position of Wcs and Wcu is
determined by the relative position of W1 and W2 . As we can deduce the
latter using (35), we obtain that Wcs(s) behaves in [=0] as is depicted
in Fig. 4.6.
In order to know completely the behaviour of the flow associated to X &z
near the saddle-connection we are going to study the first return mapping
around such a connection. But first we will see that X &z can be
broughtup to Cr equivalence, with r arbitrarily largein a simplified
form which makes the calculations simpler.
Let us recall that X &z | [==0] is the Hamiltonian vector field of
H(x , y )=
y 2
2
+x &
x 3
3
.
From the Morse Lemma we know the existence of a C change of coor-
dinates (x , y )=.(x, y), defined in a neighbourhood of (0, 0), with .(0, 0)
=s=(1, 0), such that the function H takes the following form:
H(.(x, y))= 12 (x
2&y2).
Therefore, after multiplying the vector field by a strictly positive function
and after a linear coordinate change, we obtain that the vector field
X &z | [==0] is C equivalent to
x

x
&y

y
.
Hence, X &z is C equivalent, in a neighbourhood of s, to
x* =x+=f (x, y, =),
y* =&y+=g(x, y, =),
=* =&=2h(x, y, =),
in a neighbourhood of (0, 0, 0), where f, g and h are functions of class C
and h(0, 0, 0)>0. Moreover, up to a Cr change of variables, with r
arbitrarily large, we may assume that (x, y, =) are coordinates such that
Wcs=[x=0], Wcu=[ y=0] and Wc=[x=0, y=0] locally. Hence X &z
is Cr equivalent to
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Fig. 4.6. Wcs(s) and W cu(s) according to the sign of g1(c, d ).
x* =x(1+=f (x, y, =)),
y* =&y(1+=g(x, y, =)), (37)
=* =&=2h(x, y, =),
where f, g and h are Cr&1 functions and h(0, 0, 0)>0.
Finally, consider a last change of coordinates given by x={u, u={v,
with (u, v) # [0, 1]_[0, 1] and { being a positive constant which we can
take as small as we want. Then, we can write (37) as follows
u* =u(1+=(k1+f ({u, {v, =))),
v* =&v(1+=(k2+g({u, {v, =))), (38)
=* =&=2(k3+h({u, {v, =)),
where f, g and h are again Cr&1 functions of order O(&(=, {)&), k1 , k2 and
k3 are constants with k3 positive.
Let 60=[v=1] and 61=[u=1] (see Fig. 4.9), with coordinates (u, =)
and (v, =), respectively. Let D0=[(u, =) # 60 | 0<u<$1 , 0=<$2] and
D1=[(v, =) # 61 | 0<v<$$1 , 0=<$$2] and consider the transition
mapping T: D0 /60  61 around the saddle point and also the Cr&1
diffeomorphism R defined by the transition from D 1 /61 to 60 in a
neighbourhood of the regular part of the saddle-connection. The values $1 ,
$2 , $$1 and $$2 in the definitions of D0 and D1 are assumed to be so small
that T and R are well defined.
Taking into account the behaviour of the centre stable and centre
unstable manifolds (see Fig. 4.6), it follows that, if g1(c, d )<0 (resp.
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g1(c, d )>0) then the first return map P+=T b R (resp. P&=T &1 b R&1) is
well defined provided that (v, =){(0, 0) (resp. (u, =){(0, 0)).
Lemma 4.8. Let g1(c, d )=& 177 c+
12
7 d&
103
28 .
1. If g1(c, d )<0, then P+: D 1 "[(0, 0)]/61  61 is well defined.
For all (v0 , =0) # D 1"[(0, 0)] and n # N let (vn , =n)=Pn+(v0 , =0). There exist
$>0 and +>0 such that, for each (v0 , =0) # [0, $]_]0, +]/D 1 , there is
some positive integer N, depending on (v0 , =0), with vN>$. Moreover =n is a
decreasing sequence and (v, 0) # D1 does not belong to the |-limit of any non-
trivial orbit of P+ for any value of v.
2. If g1(c, d )>0, then P&: D 0 "[(0, 0)]/60  60 is well defined.
For all (u0 , =0) # D 0"[(0, 0)] and n # N let (un , =n)=Pn&(u0 , =0). There exist
$>0 and +>0 such that, for each (u0 , =0) # [0, $]_]0, +]/D 0 , there is
some positive integer N, depending on (u0 , =0), such that either uN>$ or
=N>+. Moreover =n is a decreasing sequence and neither (u, 0) # D0 , nor
(0, 0), belong to the :-limit of any non-trivial orbit of P& .
Proof. (1) Let g1(c, d )<0. In such a case we can write R as
R(v, =)=(R1(v, =), R2(v, =))
=(v+=(A+O(&v, =&)), =+=2(B+O(&v, =&))), (39)
where A and B are constants, with A>0. Moreover, we can assume that
B<0 if we take { small enough. Hence, there exists a neighbourhood V of
(v, =)=(0, 0) in 61 such that, if (v, =) # V, then
R1(v, =)v+
A
2
=
and
=R2(v, =)=+
B
2
=2.
Let (u, =) # D0 /60 and let (v , = )=T (u, =) # 61 . In Appendix 1, we
prove that, for each *>0 there exist $1 , $2>0 such that, if 0<u$1 ,
=$2 and 0=*u, then
v u&b1=, (40)
where b1 is a positive constant which we can take as small as we want.
Let us consider now T b R. Since the centre stable and the centre unstable
manifolds intersect transversely along the saddle-connection, it follows that
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the image of [v=0] by R, is transverse to [u=0], and hence, on
R(D 1"[(0, 0)])/60 , we can assume that the estimation (40) is valid.
Thus, we obtain that there exist $ and + such that, if (v, =) # [0, $]_]0, +],
then
v v+
A
2
=&b1=v+
A
4
=, (41)
taking b1A4. Let us recall from Section 4.2(a), that g1(c, d ) is the limit
of #h | when the periodic orbit #h of X
&z | [==0] approaches the connec-
tion. Since g1(c, d ){0, then # h |{0 when the periodic orbit is close
enough to the connection #. Moreover, as the coefficient a0 of (24) is given
by the value of the integral #h |, it follows from Lemma 4.5 that any fixed
point of P+ on [==0] can be the |-limit of any (v, =) # [0, $]_]0, +[ if
$ is small enough. From the above considerations and from (41) we deduce
that every (v, =) # [0, $]_]0, +] leaves such a domain after a finite number
of iterations. The decreasing property of the second components of the
iterates follows by taking into account that B<0 in (39) and k3>0 in (38).
(2) The proof of the Lemma when g1(c, d )>0 follows using similar
techniques. For R&1=(R&11 , R
&1
2 ) and for u and = small enough we will
have, in this case, the following bounds:
R&11 (u, =)u+
A
2
=,
=R&12 (u, =)=+
B
2
=2,
with A>0 and B>0. Given (v, =) # D1 /61 , let (u , = )=T &1(v, =) # 60 .
Proceeding as in Appendix 1, one can prove that for each *>0 there exist
$1 , $2>0 such that, if 0<v$1 , =$2 and 0=*v, then
u v&b1=,
with b1 being a positive constant arbitrarily small. Thus, exactly as in the
previous case, we would obtain that the behaviour of the orbits of P& is
the one stated, provided that it is proved that any orbit of the inverse of
P& accumulates on (u, =)=(0, 0).
The proof of this last step is easily obtained if we use bounds for
P&1& =R b T. Note that P
&1
& is not defined on the whole domain D0 /60 .
Its domain of definition is restricted to the domain limited by P&([u=0])
and [==0], which we denote by D$0 . Since the centre stable and the centre
unstable manifolds intersect transversely along the saddle-connection, we
can assume that D$0 /D* for some value * # [0, [, where
D*=[(u, =) | 0<=<*u].
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Let (v , = )=T(u, =), for each (u, =) # D$0 . With the same arguments as used
in Appendix 1 to obtain (40), it is possible to show that there exist
$1 , $2>0 such that, if (u, =) # D$0 , with 0<u$1 and 0=$2 , then
v u+b1=,
where b1 is a positive constant arbitrarily small.
In Appendix 1 we also prove that for u and = small enough,
= =+K2=2 log u, (42)
with K2 a positive constant.
The map R satisfies
R1(v, =)v&A=
and
=R2(v, =)=&B=2,
for (v, =) close enough to (0, 0) with A and B positive constants.
Denote (u~ , =~ )=R(T(u, =))=R(v , = ) for each (u, =) # D$0 . Assuming that
0<u$1 and 0=$2 then
u~ v &A= u+b1=&A(=+K2 =2 log u)u&
A
2
= (43)
and
=~ = &B= 2=+K2 =2 log u&B=2. (44)
To conclude the proof it is enough for us to show that
=~ log u~ <= log u. (45)
Indeed, note that the function h(u, =)== log u tends to 0 when (u, =) # D*
and (u, =) tends to (0, 0), and we can assume that h is negative in the
domain D$0 . If an orbit (un , =n) of P&1& accumulating in (0, 0) exists, then
limn   h(un , =n)=0, which is in contradiction with the fact that h
decreases along the orbits given in (45).
From (43) and (44) it follows that
=~ log u~ <log \u&A2 =+ (=&B=2+K2 =2 log u). (46)
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Put r== log u # ]&, 0[. Since (u, =) # D* , we can assume that
&12K2<r<0. Then
=&B=2+K2 r=> 12 =&B=
2. (47)
Moreover
log \er=&A2 =+log er==
r
=
. (48)
From (46), (47), and (48) one obtains that
=~ log u~ <r( 12&B=)<r
for = small enough and the Lemma is achieved. K
4.2 (c). The Behaviour of X &z in a Neighbourhood of the Elliptic Point.
Just as in 4.2(b), the Morse Lemma gives the existence of a local C-coor-
dinate change
(x , y )=.(x, y)=(.1(x, y), .2(x, y)), (49)
with .(0, 0)=(&1, 0), which permits us to write X &z | [==0], in a
neighbourhood of the elliptic point, as y(x)&x(y) after multiplying
by the strictly positive function det(D.(x, y)). Therefore, X &z is C  equiv-
alent, in a neighbourhood of e, to
x* =y+=F1(x, y)+O(=2),
y* =&x+=F2(x, y)+O(=2), (50)
=* ==2F3(x, y)+O(=3),
with
F1(x, y)=\&2.1(x, y) .2y (x, y)
+3.2(x, y)
.1
y
(x, y)+ F(.1(x, y), .2(x, y)),
F2(x, y)=\2.1(x, y) .2x (x, y)&3.2(x, y)
.1
x
(x, y)+ F(.1(x, y), .2(x, y)),
F2(x, y)=det(D.(x, y)) F(.1(x, y), .2(x, y)),
where F is the function given in (21).
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We know from [T1] that (50) can be put in the following normal form
x* =y+a1=x&b1 =y+=h1(x, y, =),
y* =&x+a1 =y+b1 =x+=h2(x, y, =), (51)
=* =c1=2+=2h3(x, y, =),
where hi (i=1, 2, 3) is a C function, h1 and h2 are of order O(&(x, y, =)&2)
and h3 is of order O(&(x, y, =)&). A direct calculation of the coefficients in
the normal form gives:
a1= 12 det(D.(0, 0))(&c&
11
4 ),
c1=det(D.(0, 0) F(&1, 0)).
Moreover we also know from [T1] that (51) leaves the = axis formally
invariant, that is, invariant up to the level of formal Taylor series. Since the
vector field is non-flat along the = axis, it follows from [BD] that there
exists a C invariant 1-dimensional manifold with the formal one as -jet.
We may take it to be the = axis and consequently, assume that
h1(0, 0, =)=h2(0, 0, =)=0 in (50). In these conditions, if a1 {0, the vector
field given in (51) is transverse to the surfaces x2+y2=:, for : and = ({0)
small enough.
Remark 4.5. From 4.2(a) we know that, when the periodic orbits of
X &z | [==0] approach the elliptic point e, the coefficient a0 in (24) tends
to &(c+ 114 ). Therefore, if c+
11
4 {0, then a0 {0 for periodic orbits which
are contained in a sufficiently small neighbourhood V of e. Hence, it
follows from Lemma 4.5 that any of these periodic orbits can belong to the
:-limit of points in V.
Taking into account all the previous arguments, it easily follows:
Lemma 4.9. Let X &z the vector field given in (20) and let g2(c, d )=
&(c+ 114 ).
1. If g2(c, d)>0, there exists a neighbourhood U of e in [=0] such
that the vector field is transverse to Du=U & [=>0] and all the orbits
starting in Du tend to e when t  & (see Figure 4.7(a)).
2. If g2(c, d)<0, there exists a C invariant 1-dimensional manifold
W(e) on which the flow tends to e when t  &. Moreover, there exist
sections Cu and Cs which are transverse to X &z outside [==0] (see
Figure 4.7(b)), such that
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Fig. 4.7. Behaviour of the flow near the elliptic point.
(i) Cu & W(e){<.
(ii) Each positive orbit starting in Cs"[==0] intersects Cu.
(iii) Each negative orbit starting in Cu"W(e) intersects Cs.
4.3. Blow-Up in the x-Direction (x =1)
Let X x be the vector field obtained by blowing-up and taking x =1 and
( y , z ) # R2 in the 8-definition (18). The equations of X x follow directly
from (19) and, after division by =, they are:
y4 =z +1& 32 y
2,
z4 =&2y z +=(cz +dy 2+(1+c))+o(=),
=* = 12 =y .
The following properties are immediate:
(1) The singularities of X x | [==0] are p=(- 23, 0, 0), f=
(&- 23, 0, 0) and s=(0, &1, 0).
(2) p, f and s are hyperbolic on [==0]: p is a sink, f is a source and
s is a saddle point.
(3) p and f are hyperbolic singularities of X x and they are respec-
tively normally repelling and normally attracting.
(4) There are no periodic orbits on [==0].
The behaviour of the flow near s is known from 4.2(b) and with simple
calculations one obtains that W s(s) & W u( f ){< and Wu(s) & Ws( p){<.
As we stated at the beginning of this section we do not include the
calculations corresponding to the blow-up in the remaining directions since
they do not contribute in a significant way. The phase portrait of
X $ | S2_[0], where X $ denotes the blowing-up of X $, is depicted in
Fig. 4.8. To make a planar picture, the source f has been deleted.
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Fig. 4.8. X $ restricted to S2_[0].
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.2
Let X$ be the C vector field on R3 given in (17) and let us denote by
X $ the blowing-up of X$ on S2_R+ using the change given in (18). Let Y
be a C vector field on R3 such that jk&1Y(0)#0 and jkY(0){0 and let
us denote by Y the blowing-up of Y after division by rk&1, where, in this
case the change is given by the function ,: S 2_R+  R3 with ,(u, r)=r } u.
We will prove Theorem 4.2 showing that X $ is pinched C 0 equivalent to
Y if X$ satisfies the condition I, II, III, IV, V, or VI and Y satisfies the
condition I$, II$, III$, IV$, V$, or VI$, given in Section 4.1, respectively.
Notice that the existence of a homeomorphism, which is a pinched C 0
equivalence between X $ and Y that X$ and Y are C0 equivalent at 0.
We will use techniques similar to those employed in [C] and [ULL] to
obtain results about C0 equivalence between certain vector fields having a
blowing-up which is MorseSmale. This is not our case since X $ | S 2_[0]
is not a MorseSmale vector field and consequently a number of modifica-
tions will be necessary. We will only pay attention to these changes.
Let e be the elliptic point of X $ | S 2_[0]. The properties stated sub-
sequently follow from Lemma 4.9. If c+ 114 <0 we can choose a transversal
section Du(e, X $) which is homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional closed disc
and is such that is boundary is contained in S 2_[0] and each orbit
tending to e when the time tends to & has a unique intersection with
Du(e, X $). Suppose now that c+ 114 >0. We know that there exists a C

1-dimensional invariant manifold on which the orbits tend to e when the
time tends to &. Denote by W(e) such an invariant manifold and take
a transverse section Cu(e, X $) intersecting W(e). On the other hand, we can
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take a compact set Cs(e, X $), intersecting S 2_[0] along a closed curve
around e, in such a way that the transition map
6X $ : Cs(e, X $)"S 2_[0]  C u(e, X $)"W(e)
is a homeomorphism.
Consider now the singularity e~ of Y | S2_[0]. Assuming that Y satisfies
the conditions I$, V$, or VI$ we can take fundamental domains Ds(e~ , Y ) and
Du(e~ , Y ) of Ws(e~ ) and Wu(e~ ), respectively, and transverse sections C s(e~ , Y )
and Cu(e~ , Y ) such that C s(e~ , Y ) & Ws(e~ )=Ds(e~ , Y ) and Cu(e~ , Y ) & Wu(e~ )
=Du(e~ , Y ). We assume that the boundaries of Cs(e~ , Y ) and Cu(e~ , Y )
are in correspondence by the flow. Then, if c+ 114 >0 we can take a
homeomorphism
hse : C
s(e, X $)"S 2_[0]  Cs(e~ , Y )"S 2_[0]
and extend it by the length of arc method in order to obtain a C0
equivalence outside S 2_[0], between X $ and Y restricted to neighbour-
hoods of e and e~ , respectively. Assume now that c+ 114 <0 and Y satisfies
the conditions II$, III$ or IV$. Now we can take a fundamental domain
Du(e~ , Y ) of W u(e~ ) and a homeomorphism
hue : D
u(e, X $)"S 2_[0]  Du(e~ , y )"S2_[0],
which can be extended by the flow from a neighbourhood of e to a
neighbourhood of e~ outside S2_[0], sending orbits of X $ to orbits of Y .
Let #h be a periodic orbit of X $ | S 2_[0] such that the coefficients a0 of
the associated Poincare map given in (24) is 0 and let #~ be a periodic
orbit of Y | S 2_[0]. Denote by 6X $(#h ) and 6Y (#~ ) the Poincare maps
associated to #h and #~ respectively. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and
Lemma 4.7, that if the coefficients c and d in (17) satisfy the condition II,
III, V, or VI, and Y satisfies the condition II$, III$, V$, or VI$, respectively,
then 6X $(#h ) and 6Y (#~ ) are C0 pinched conjugate. Let 7(#h ) and 7(#~ ) be
transversal sections such that a homeomorphism
: 7(#h )"S2_[0]  7(#~ )"S2_[0]
giving a C0 pinched conjugacy is defined.
For the singularity p of X $ | S2_[0] we can choose fundamental
domains Ds( p, X $) and Du( p, X $) of Ws( p) and Wu( p) respectively. We can
also choose transversal sections Cs( p, X $) and Cu( p, X $) such that
Cs( p, X $) & W s( p)=Ds( p, X $) and Cu( p, X $) & W s( p)=Du( p, X $) in such
a way that the boundaries are in correspondence by the flow. In a similar
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way we take Cu( f, X $), Cs( f, X $), Cu( p~ , Y ), C s( p~ , Y ), C u( f , Y ), and
Cs( f , Y ). It is immediate that, given two homeomorphisms
hp : Cs( p, X $)  Cs( p~ , Y )
and
hf : Cu( f, X $)  C u( f , Y ),
they can be extended by the length of arc method to homeomorphisms
from neighbourhoods of p and f to neighbourhoods of p~ and f respectively.
The extended homeomorphisms send orbits of X $ to orbits of Y .
Let s be the saddle point of X $ | S 2_[0]. We can take compact sets
Ds(s, X $)/(X cs(s)"[s]) and Du(s, X $)/(Wu(s)"[s]) such that each orbit
in Wcs(s)"[s] and Wu(s)"[s] has a unique intersection with Ds(s, X $) and
Du(s, X $), respectively. We say that Ds(s, X $) and Du(s, X $) are fundamental
domains for the centre stable manifold and the unstable manifold,
respectively. We can also choose transverse sections Cs(s, X $) and Cu(s, X $)
such that Cs(s, X $) & Wcs(s)=Ds(s, X $) and Cu(s, X $) & Wu(s)=Du(s, X $).
Since Du(s, X $) is the union of two points q1 and q2 on Wu(s)"[s],
Cu(s, X $) is the union of two compact components C u1(s, X $) and C
u
2(s, X $)
such that C u1(s, X $) & W
u(s)=q1 and C u2(s, X $) & W
u(s)=q2 . We assume
that Cs(s, X $) and C u(s, X $) are in correspondence by the flow, i.e., taking
local coordinates in which the local centre stable manifold is given
by [x=0], then Cs(s, X $) & [x>0] and C s(s, X $) & [x<0] are in
correspondence by the flow with C u1(s, X $)"W
u(s) and C u2(s, X $)"W
u(s),
respectively. Moreover, we assume that any negative orbit of a point on
Cs(s, X $)"Ws(s) intersects Cu(s, X $)"Wu(s) (see Fig. 4.9). Notice that,
depending on the sign of the function g1(c, d ) given in Theorem 4.1 there
are two possibilities.
Fig. 4.9. Different choices of Cs(s, X $) and C u(s, X $) depending on the sign of g1(c, d ).
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Let us now consider the saddle point s~ of Y | S2_[0]. We can take
fundamental domains Ds(s~ , Y ) and Du(s~ , Y ) of Ws(s~ ) and Wu(s~ ) respectively
and compatible transversal sections Cs(s~ , Y ) and C u(s~ , Y ) such that
Cs(s~ , Y ) & Ws(s~ )=Ds(s~ , Y ) and Cu(s~ , Y ) & Wu(s~ )=Du(s~ , Y ). Let
hs: Cs(s, X $)"S 2_[0]  Cs(s~ , Y )"S 2_[0]
and
hu: Cu(s, X $)"S2_[0]  Cu(s~ , Y "S 2_[0]
be homeomorphisms chosen in a way compatible to each other such that
hs(Ds(s, X $))=Ds(s~ , Y )
and
hu(Du(s, X $))=Du(s~ , Y ).
Denote by # the saddle connection, and by #p and #f orbits connecting
s with p and f respectively. Let us take arcs ls and lf contained in Ds(s, X $)
such that they intersect Ws(s) at a point on # and #f , respectively. Given
a foliation F of Cs(s, X $) with all the leaves being transverse to Ds(s, X $),
let Js and Jf be the compact sets determined by the leaves of F intersecting
Ds(s, X $) on ls and lf , respectively. Moreover, denote by Cs and Cp the
connected components of Cu(s, X $) intersecting Wu(s) at a point on # and
#p , respectively.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.8, and from the properties of
Y | (S2_[0]), we can assume that Cs , Cp , Js , and Jf (resp. Cs~ , Cp~ , Js~ , and
Jf ) are such that there exist continuous functions representing different
transition times
T us : Cs"S
2_[0]  R+ (resp. T us~ : Cs~ "S
2_[0]  R+),
T up : Cp"S2_[0]  R+ (resp. T up~ : Cp~ "S 2_[0]  R+),
T ss : Js"S
2_[0]  R& (resp. T ss~ : Js~ "S
2_[0]  R&),
T sf : Jf"S
2_[0]  R& (resp. Tsf : Jf "S
2_[0]  R&),
for which the sets
C$s=[.X $(v, T us (v)) | v # Cs"S
2_[0]]
(resp. C$s~ =[.Y (v, T us~ (v)) | v # Cs~ "S 2_[0]],
C$p=[.X $(v, T up(v)) | v # Cp "S
2_[0]]
(resp. C$p~ =[.Y (v, T up~ (v)) | v # Cp~ "S
2_[0]],
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J$s=[.X $(v, T ss(v)) | v # Js "S
2_[0]]
(resp. J$s~ =[.Y (v, T ss~ (v)) | v # Js~ "S 2_[0]],
J$f=[.X $(v, T sf (v)) | v # Jf "S
2_[0]]
(resp. J$f =[.Y (v, T sf (v)) | v # Jf "S
2_[0]],
where . denotes the flow, satisfy the following properties:
(i) J$f /Cu( f, X $) and C$p /Cs( p, X $) (resp. J$f /Cu( f , Y ) and C$p~ /
Cs( p~ , Y ),
(ii) depending on which of the conditions given in Section 3.1 is
satisfied:
Case I (resp. I$). J$s /C u( f, X $), C$s /Cs(e, X $)
(resp. J$s~ /Cu( f , Y ), C$s~ /Cs(e~ , Y )),
Case II (resp. II$). J$s /C u( f, X $), C$s /7(#h )
(resp. J $s~ /Cu( f , Y ), C$s~ /7(_~ )),
Case III (resp. III$). J$s /Cu( f, X $), C$s /7(#h )
(resp. J$s~ /Cu( f , Y ), C$s~ /7(#~ h )),
Case IV (resp. IV$). J$s/Cu( f, X $), C$s /Cs( p, X $)
(resp. J$s~ /Cu(e~ , Y ), C$s~ /Cs( p~ , Y )),
Case V (resp. V$). J$s /7(#h ), C$s /Cs( p, X $)
(resp. J$s~ /7(#~ ), C$s~ /Cs( p~ , Y )),
Case VI (resp. VI$). J$s /7(#~ ), C$s /C s( p, X $)
(resp. J$s~ /7(#~ ), C$s~ /Cs( p~ , Y )),
Remark 4.6. One can assume that the transition times T up and T
s
f are
constants. However, T us and T
s
s are always functions such that T
u
s(v) and
Tss(v) tend to + and &, respectively, when v approaches S
2_[0].
Finally we have only to take into account that the homeomorphisms hse ,
hue , h
s, hu, , hp and hf can be chosen in way compatible to each other, i.e.,
they should extend the homeomorphisms induced from C$s , C$p , J$s , and J$f
to C$s~ , C$p~ , J$s~ and J$f , respectively, in each case. After doing this, they are
extended to a whole neighbourhood of S2_[0] outside S 2_[0] by the
length of arc method using the same techniques as for vector fields having
a blowing-up which is MorseSmale (see [ULL]).
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Appendix 1
A1.1. Behaviour of Wcs(s) and Wcu(s) along the Saddle-Connection. Let
X=X1+z2X2 be a C vector field on R3 satisfying the following properties:
(H1) X1=f1(x, y, z)(x)+f2(x, y, z)(y), where f1 and f2 are C
functions in R3.
(H2) X1(s)=0 for some s=(s1 , s2 , 0) # R3 and s is a saddle point for
X1 | [z=0].
(H3) There exists a regular orbit #(t) of X1 | [z=0] such that
limt  \ #(t)=s.
(H4) X2(s){0.
It follows from (H1) that the planes [z=constant] are invariant under
the flow of X1 . Moreover we can apply (H2) to obtain that for each z small
enough there exists a saddle point s(z )=(s1(z ), s2(z ), z ), of X1 | [z=z ].
Under these conditions we have the following:
Property 1. There exist C manifolds W1 and W2 invariant under the
flow of X1 such that W1 & [z=z ]=Ws(s(z )) and W2 & [z=z ]=Wu(s(z )),
where Ws(s(z )) and Wu(s(z )) are, respectively, the stable and unstable
manifolds of X1 | [z=z ] at s(z ).
On the other hand X is such that the plane [z=0] is invariant under
the flow and X | [z=0]=X1 | [z=0]. Therefore s is also a singularity
of X. But s is not hyperbolic, DX(s) has the same eigenvalues as
DX1(s) | [z=0](s) besides 0. Then, in any differentiability class C r, there
exist invariant manifolds Wc, Wcs, and Wcu which are, respectively, a
centre, a centre stable and centre unstable manifold of X at s. Note
that Wcs & [z=0]=Wcu & [z=0]=1 where 1=# _ [s]. We prove the
following result:
Lemma 1. Wcs and Wcu have a contact of order at least two with W1 and
W2 , respectively, along the saddle-connection #.
Proof. Take any q # # and denote by #+(q) the positive orbit of q. There
exists a neighbourhood U of #+(q) and a C diffeomorphism : U  V,
where V is a neighbourhood of O in R3 (take coordinates (x , y , z ) in V),
such that  leaves invariant the planes [z=constant] and if we write
X =
*
X=X 1+z2X 2 then
X 1 | V=x f 1(x , y , z )

x
+y f 2(x , y , z )

y
where f 1 and f 2 are C functions satisfying f 1(0, 0, 0)<0 and f 2(0, 0, 0)>0.
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Let W$1 be the image by  of the connected component of W1 & U
containing s. Note that W$1 /[ y =0]. Let W cs be a centre stable manifold
at O of X | V. We will prove that W cs has a contact of order at least two
with W$1 along Xs0 where W
s
0 is the stable manifold of the vector field X at O.
On a suitable neighbourhood of W s0 , we can write W
cs as the graph of
a Cr function :: (x , z )  :(x , z )=y with r2. Developing : in powers of
z we obtain
:(x , z )=:0(x )+:1(x ) z +:2(x , z ) z 2
Clearly :0 #0 and we only need to show that :1 #0. Note that : must
satisfy the following condition
\&:x (x , z ), 1, &
:
z
(x , z )+ , X (x , :(x , z ), z )#0, (52)
where ( } , } ) denotes the scalar product. Developing the left hand side of
equation (52) one obtains:
\&:1x (x ) x f 1(x , 0, 0)+:1(x ) f 2(x , 0, 0)+ z +O(z 2)#0
and therefore :1 must be solution of the equation
:1
x
=
:1(x ) f 2(x , 0, 0)
x f 1(x , 0, 0)
. (53)
We can see (53) as a system of differential equations:
x4 $=x f 1(x , 0, 0),
(54)
:* 1=:1 f2(x , 0, 0).
Note that system (54) has a saddle point at the origin since f1(0, 0, 0)<0
and f2(0, 0, 0)>0. Therefore, as we need a solution of (53) defined at x =0,
the only possibility is :1 #0.
The proof for Wcu follows in the same way. K
A1.2. The Transition Mapping near the Saddle. Our objective is the
achievement of the bounds given in (40) and (42). Recall that we had
brought X &z to the equations given in (37) by C r equivalence. We had also
considered a change of variables given by x={u and y={v with
(u, v) # [0, 1]_[0, 1] and { being a positive constant which we can take as
small as we want. This gives the following equations
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u* =u(1+=(k1+f ({u, {v, =))),
v* =&v(1+=(k2+g({u, {v, =))),
=* =&=2(k3+h({u, {v, =)),
where f, g and h are Cr&1 functions which are of order O(&(=, {)&), k1 , k2
and k3 are constants and k3 is positive.
Dividing by 1+=(k1+f ({u, {v, =)), which is positive for = sufficiently
small, we obtain the following Cr&1 equivalent vector field
u* =u,
v* =&v(1+=(:+g~ ({u, {v, =))),
=* =&=2(;+h ({u, {v, =)),
where g~ and h are Cr&1 functions which are of order O(&(=, {)&), : and ;
are constants and ; is positive.
Since we are interested in the transition mapping T from [v=1] to
[u=1], let us start with an initial condition (u, 1, =). The time needed to
go from [v=1] to [u=1] is given by t(u)=&ln u. Denote by (v , = )=
T(u, =).
For (=, {) sufficiently small, and for each pair of constants K1 and K2
such that 0<K1<;<K2 , we have the following estimates:
&K2=2&=2(;+h ({u, {v, =))&K1 =2.
Thus, the component =(t) of the integral curve through (u, 1, =) when t=0
lies in between those of the vector fields =* =&K2 =2 and =* =&K1=2, that is,
=
1+K2=t
=(t)
=
1+K1 =t
.
Substituting the transition time,
=
1&K2= log u
= 
=
1&K1= log u
,
and consequently one obtains (42):
= =+K2=2 log u.
On the other hand, for any $>0, if we take (=, {) sufficiently small, then
:&$:+g~ ({u, {v, =):+$.
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Assume that :0. Then the component v(t) of the integral curve passing
through (u, 1, =) when t=0 satisfies:
v* &v \1+ =1+K1=t (:+$)+ .
Integrating in t and after substituting the transition time &log u we obtain
v u(1&K1= log u)&(:+$)K 1.
Let * # ]0, [ fixed and suppose that 0<=<*u. Under this assumption,
there exists a>0 such that
v u1+a=
if u and = are small enough. To do this, it is sufficient to take
a&
:+$
K1
log(1&K1 = log u)
= log u
.
Note that such a choice is feasible since the function
f (z)=
:+$
K1
log(1+K1z)
z
is bounded in a neighbourhood of z=0 and, for any r>0,
0<&= log u<r,
if u is small enough when 0<=<*u. Assume now that :<0. Then
v* &v
if { and = are sufficiently small, and it easily follows that v uu1+a= for
any value of a>0 since we can assume that 0u<1. Finally, one only has
to notice that there exists =1 # ]0, =[ such that
v &uu1+a=&u=a log u u1+a= 1=au log u=&b1 =
where b1&au log u. Hence (40) is obtained.
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Appendix 2
Denote Z the vector field given by the equations (20)
x* =y&2xzF(x, y)+o(z),
y* =&1+x2&3yzF(x, y)+o(z),
z* =z2F(x, y)+o(z2),
where (see (21)):
F(x, y)= 14 (cx&dy
2&(1+c) x3).
Let # be a periodic orbit of Z | [z=0] and let P: 7(#)  7 be the Poincare
map associated to #. Choose 7 to be contained in the plane [ y=0] and
take coordinates (x, z) on 7. We write P=(P1 , P2). Our aim is to prove
that
2P2
z2
(q)=2 |
T
0
F(#(t)) dt
where q=# & 7 and T is the period of #. We assume that #(0)=q.
Denote ,=(,1 , ,2 , ,3) the flow of the vector field Z and write
Z=(Z1 , Z2 , Z3). P has the following expression:
P(x, z)=(,1({(x, z), x, 0, z), ,3({(x, z), x, 0, z)),
where {: 7(#)  R is such that ,2({(x, z), x, 0, z)=0. We have
P2
z
(x, z)=Z3(,({(x, z), x, 0, z))
{
z
(x, z)+
,3
z
({(x, z), x, 0, z),
and
2P2
z2
(x, z)=DZ3(,({(x, z), x, 0, z)) {Z3(,({(x, z), x, 0, z)) {z (x, z)
+Dz,({(x, z), x, 0, z)= {z (x, z)
+Z3(,({(x, z), x, 0, z))
2{
z2
(x, z)
+DZ3(,({(x, z), x, 0, z)) Dz,({(x, z), x, 0, z)
{
z
(x, z)
+
2,3
z2
({(x, z), x, 0, z).
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Put q=(q1 , 0, 0) and recall that Z3(x, y, z)=z2F(x, y)+o(z2). Then
2P2
z2
(q)=
2,3
z2
({(q1 , 0), q1 , 0, 0).
We will prove that
2,3
z2
(t, q)=2 |
t
0
(F(,1(s, q), ,2(s, q))) ds,
which eventually gives the desired formula.
Denote u=(x, y, z), the first variational equation gives

t
,3
z
(t, u)=DZ3(,(t, u)) Dz,(t, u)
,3
z
(0, u)#1.
Then, substituting u=q, one obtains

t
,3
z
(t, q)=DZ3(,(t, q)) Dz,(t, q)
,3
z
(0, q)=1.
Since DZ3(,(t, q)#0
,3
z
(t, q)#1.
The second variational equation gives

t
2,3
z2
(t, q)=D2Z3(,(t, q)) b (Dz,(t, q))2+DZ3(,(t, q)) Dz Dz ,(t, q),
2,3
z2
(0, q)=0.
After calculating D2Z3(x, y, z) the above equation becomes

t
2,3
z2
(t, q)=2F(,1(t, q), ,2(t, q)),
2,3
z2
(0, q)=0,
which we solve to obtain the desired result.
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Appendix 3
Let H(x, y)= 12 y
2+x& 13 x
3. The equations of the Hamiltonian vector
field of H are
x* =y, y* =&1+x2. (55)
We know that for each h # ]&23 ,
2
3[, [H=h] contains a compact component
#h which is a periodic orbit of (55). Denote (xh(t), yh(t)) the solution of
(55) along #h and let T(h) be the period of such a solution. Moreover we
denote A(h) to the area of the region enclosed by #h .
Let F(x, y)= 14 (cx&dy
2&(1+c)x3) and |=F(x, y)(2x dy&3y dx). We
intend to show that the system of equations given by:
|
T(h)
0
F(xh(t), yh(t)) dt=0, (56)
|
# h
|=0, (57)
has a unique solution for each h # ]&23,
2
3[ . Moreover we want to describe
the shape of the curve c3 of solutions of the above system. Recall that c3
was depicted in Fig. A.1.
We can write (56) as follows:
c |
T(h)
0
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt&d |
T(h)
0
( yh(t))2 dt&|
T(h)
0
(xh(t))3 dt=0. (58)
Suppose that yh(0)=0, yh(T(h)2)=0 and xh(0)<xh(T(h)2). Denote T1
the value of t such that yh(t) is maximum. We have
|
T(h)
0
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt=2 |
T(h)2
0
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt
=2 \|
T1
0
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt
+|
T(h)2
T1
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt+ .
From (55) we know that dy=&(1&(xh(t))2) dt. Then the substitution
y=yh(t) leads to
|
T(h)
0
(xh(t)&(xh(t))3) dt=A(h). (59)
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Fig. A.1. The graph of y*.
With the same techniques we obtain
|
T(h)
0
( yh(t))2 dt=A(h). (60)
On the other hand we can obtain the following expression of x3:
x2= 32 H(x, y)&
3
4 y
2& 32 (x&x
3),
which allows us to write
|
T(h)
0
(xh(t))3 dt= 32 hT(h)&
9
4 A(h), (61)
if we take into account that
|
T(h)
0
H(xh(t), yh(t)) dt=hT(h).
From (59), (60) and (61) it follows that (58) can be written as
c&d+
9
4
&
3
2
hT(h)
A(h)
=0.
Therefore the solution of (56) gives a line for each h # ]&23 ,
2
3[. Each one
of these lines has a slope equal to 1. On the other hand, we know from
Section 4.1(a) that the solutions of (57) are also straight lines with a slope
bigger than 1712 . This allows us to conclude that for each h # ]&
2
3 ,
2
3[ there
exists a unique value of (c, d ) which is a solution of (56) and (57)
simultaneously.
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Now we pay attention to the curve of solutions. Notice that
hT (h)
A(h)
tends to & (resp. +) when h tends to &23 (resp.
2
3). We will prove that
d
dh \
hT(h)
A(h) +>0. (62)
for all h # ]&23,
2
3[ , which implies that the curve of solutions is like in
Fig. 4.1.
Consider the functions
Ii (h)=|
# h
yxi dx
and
P(h)=&
I1(h)
I0(h)
.
We know from [DRS, Appendix 1] that I0 and P(h) verify, respectively,
the following equations:
(9h2&4) I$0= 152 hI0+7I1 , (63)
(9h2&4) P$(h)=7P2+3hP&5. (64)
Note that I0(h)=A(h) and dAdh (h)=T(h). Then, from (63), we obtain
hT(h)
A(h)
=
15
2 h
2&7hP
9h2&4
. (65)
Equation (64) and derivation with respect to h in (65) allow us to write
&25h+28P+42h2P&49hP2>0 (66)
as a condition equivalent to (62).
Since P(h)  1 when h  &23 , P(h) 
5
7 when h 
2
3 and P$(h)<0 for
all h # ]&23 ,
2
3[ (see [DRS]), it follows that P is decreasing and its graph
is contained in the rectangle [&23 ,
2
3]_[
5
7 , 1]. In order to make the
calculations simpler, we take new coordinates x=h& 23 and y=P&
5
7.
Denote by (x, y*(x)) the graph of P in the new coordinates. Note that it
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is contained in the rectangle R=[&43 , 0]_[0,
2
7]. Therefore (66) reduces
to check that the property
42x2y&49xy2+30x2&14xy& 983 y
2&10x>0 (67)
is satisfied on (x, y*(x)).
Denote X(x, y)=&9x2&12x and Y(x, y)=&157 x&12y&3xy&7y
2 the
components of the vector field associated to (64) in the new coordinates. If
we calculate the vector field (X, Y) along the parabola x=&4y2 it is easy
to see that the graph (x, y*(x)) is as we show in Fig. A.1. Moreover, we
can check that (67) is satisfied on the parabola and (fx)(x, y)<0 on
R, where f (x, y) denotes the right hand side of (67). This implies that
condition (67) is satisfied on the graph (x, y*(x)).
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